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It's the most complete, efficient, and powerful software available today. Amps FIVE is the result of more than 15 years of
success in forensic video analysis and image enhancement. Amps FIVE features advanced scientific, data-driven, automated,
and automatic image enhancement capabilities with the best results possible. And because it is forensic tool, it is very efficient,
convenient, and user-friendly. Amps FIVE helps investigators capture the most important and most actionable information in
any given scene: Actionable details like hair color, and other biological markers, are extracted from video for use as evidence.
Amps FIVE also aids in the identification of victims, in the protection of witnesses, and in the collection of useful evidence
from crime scenes. Amps FIVE is a practical and extremely user-friendly tool. Forensic analysts, investigators, and law
enforcement officers alike have found it to be their preferred solution for every kind of video enhancement and forensic
analysis application, from the most routine to the most complex. For more information, visit www.ampsfive.com, or call us at
(800) 866-8646. Features: Automated Image Enhancement: Amps FIVE makes the automated image enhancement process
easier and more efficient for a wide range of image enhancement tasks. Video Analysis: Amps FIVE provides an enhanced
forensic analysis system that has received critical acclaim and wide use in criminal investigation and court testimony. In
comparison to all other tools, Amps FIVE is the only tool with such scientific approach to the scientific image enhancement
process. Forensic Video Processing, Tagging, and Analytics: Forensic image enhancement tools that exist on the market today
have to use techniques that are geared towards general video footage rather than forensic videos. Amps FIVE takes a different
approach to image enhancement, forensic video processing, and forensic video tagging. Amps FIVE uses its scientific approach
to image enhancement to determine the type of weapon that was used, and where it was shot. It also tags the video in different
places so that it can be found later on in the video, from wherever it was originally played. Forensic analytics are the key to the
success of Amps FIVE. With Amps FIVE's focus on forensic video analytics, we are able to tell when a person is in a bathroom,
or when a person is within a certain distance from the camera. Forensic Analytics f3e1b3768c
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